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Hh obd advanced iphone

เป mac app store เพื่ซื้าวนโหล และ the same thing and get what Ms. Car is doing in real time, OBD fault codes, car performance, sensor data, etc.! Car Scanner offers you a bunch of unique features: 1) Lay out your own dashboard with gauges and charts you want!2) Add custom (extended
PID) and get information that was hidden in you by the car manufacturer!3) It can also display and reset DTC fault codes like scanning tools. Car scanner contains a huge database of DTC code descriptions.4) Car scanner allows you to read free frames (sensor state when DTC is saved).
5) Now in mode 06 - you can get ECU self-monitoring test results. Help repair your car and help keep repair costs down!6) Check if your car is ready for emissions testing. 7) Check all sensors on one screen 8) The car scanner works with all vehicles that use the OBD 2 standard (most
vehicles built since 2000, but can work for vehicles as far back as 1996, check carscanner.info for more information). 9) Car scanners include connection profiles, many that provide some extra features for Toyota, Mitsubishi, GM, Opel, Vauxhall, Chevrolet, Nissan, Infiniti, Renault, Dacia,
Hyundai, Kia, Mazda, Volkswagen, Audi, Skoda, Seat, BMW and many others) Car scanner dashboards include HUD mode and can be used to project data onto the windshield. 12) Car scanner can be used as travel computer and can display your fuel consumption statistics!13) built on
MQB and PQ26 platforms for Group cars (Volkswagen, Audi, Skoda, Seat), MQB and PQ26 platforms, encoding features are available - set hidden parameters of the car.14) and another - Car Scanner Bluetooth Bluetooth offers the most wide variety of features for free throughout the App
Store. The ELM327 device plugs into Anne's diagnostic socket in the car and provides the phone with access to the car's diagnostics. Recommended adapter brand: Kiwi 3, Viecar, V Gate, Calista, LELink, Veepeak. If you buy one of the cheap China OBD2 ELM327 adapters from
ebay/amazon, check if it is marked as v.2.1. This adapter is supported, but there are many bugs. Please note: Vehicle EEC has a different amount of sensors supported. This app can't show you anything that's not provided by your car. Note Bad adapters! We faced the problem that some
adapters (often cheap Chinese clones) could not connect to smartphones or cars. Some of them can cause your car's engine to operate erraticly, often losing connectivity and increasing the time lag when readingWe recommend that you use the real ELM327 or recommended adapter
brand. Car scanner ELM OBD2 is free, but you need a one-time purchase or subscription to unlock all features. You can always contact the developer using settings - if you want to contact the developer in the app or email the wp_soft@outlook.comCar scanner ELM OBD2 for iOS January
9, 2010, version 1.73.5 1) For MQB: Added avoidance to change sound processing presets3) Other bug fixes and improvements3) For updated database details, see Developer Privacy Policy. You can track both third-company-owned apps and websites using the following information: The
following information is stored and associated with your identity: Privacy practices may vary based on the features and age you use: For more information, visit the developer's website. Open the Mac App Store to purchase and download app support apps. See what your car is doing in real
time, get OBD fault codes, car performance, sensor data and more! A bunch of unique features: 1) Add your layout your own dashboard 2) custom (extended PID) and get hidden information by the car manufacturer!3) It can also display and reset DTC fault codes like scanning tools.The
scanner contains a huge database of DTC code descriptions.4) Car scanner allows you to read free frames (sensor state when DTC is saved). 5) Now in mode 06 - you can get ECU self-monitoring test results. Help repair your car and help keep repair costs down!6) Check if your car is
ready for emissions testing. 7) Check all sensors on one screen 8) The car scanner works with all vehicles that use the OBD 2 standard (most vehicles built since 2000, but can work for vehicles as far back as 1996, check carscanner.info for more information). 9) Car scanners include
connection profiles, many that provide some extra features for Toyota, Mitsubishi, GM, Opel, Vauxhall, Chevrolet, Nissan, Infiniti, Renault, Dacia, Hyundai, Kia, Mazda, Volkswagen, Audi, Skoda, Seat, BMW and many others) Car scanner dashboards include HUD mode and can be used to
project data onto the windshield. 12) Car scanner can be used as travel computer and can display your fuel consumption statistics!13) built on MQB and PQ26 platforms for Group cars (Volkswagen, Audi, Skoda, Seat), MQB and PQ26 platforms, encoding features are available - set hidden
parameters of the car.14) and another - Car Scanner Bluetooth Bluetooth offers the most wide variety of features for free throughout the App Store. The ELM327 device plugs into Anne's diagnostic socket in the car and provides the phone with access to the car's diagnostics.
Recommended adapter brand: Kiwi 3, Viecar, V Gate, Calista, LELink, Veepeak. If you buy one of the cheap China OBD2 ELM327 adapters from ebay/amazon, check if it is marked as v.2.1. This adapter is supported, but there are many bugs. Please note: Vehicle EEC has a different
amount of sensors supported. This app can't show you anything that's not provided by your car. Note Bad adapters! We faced the problem that some adapters (often cheap Chinese clones) could not connect to smartphones or cars. Some of them can increase the time lag when your car's
engine works erraticly, often losing connectivity and reading data. Therefore, we recommend that you use a genuine ELM327 or recommended adapter brand. The car scanner ELM OBD2 is free, but requires a one-time purchase or subscription to unlock all features. The developer of this
application is responsible for incidents a result of the use and/or interpretation of data in the Application. If you have any problems, you can always contact the developer using the settings - to contact the developer in the app or simply send an email to the wp_soft@outlook.comCar scanner
ELM OBD2 for iOS terms and conditions, 2021 version 1.73.5 1) for MQB: added possibility to change the soundpresets2) Other bug fixes and improvements 3) I updated the DTC database where I always worked on my car since my very first car, the 1982 Mazda RX7. If there's one thing
I've learned from my experience, with the right tools, repairs are a lot easier. This includes access to chilton or Haines repair manuals, if you happen to enjoy having your hands dirty! but owning a car can be a huge stress when those check engine lights start flashing and you're afraid of a
trip to a car dealership. Well, thanks to obd-ii's EPA and SAE standards, you can get the same information that certified mechanics use to access from onboard computer/s vehicles. You may not own repairs, but being told why your check engine lights are on can save you hundreds, if not
thousands of dollars, by being pre-educated! My first (different brand) costs me hundreds of dollars and doesn't provide me with the ease with which this unit can! I can transfer this to my glove box and access the flat in seconds. Combined with a smartphone, I can access the engine code
or see potential problems and solutions cheaper than the cost of an oil change. So what are you waiting for??? Wow, great product! It's so configurable where it should be! This is not the typical big business offering that promises a lot and doesn't deliver. I really like the sliding cost scale too
(this app is so great that I paid the most. - Adjustable size to move graph of parameters on dashboard is great. - As a mechanic, all the professional scanning tools I've been using for over 20 years offer an automatic list of all sensors/PIDs, but until now I've never seen this basic feature in
any other app I've tried. This app provides a live feed of all the sensors in one list view and I'm sure I'm actually looking at all the sensors. This is the most important feature when setting up and scanning, and it's done without first stalling and guessing how to set up the dashboard. I'd like to
see two things added to this amazing app: - the ability to see MAP and pressure readings in inHg. This is what I've gotten used to in America for vacuum reading. - Dashboard template that provided list mode. Many parameters of one screen, text base, title on the left, value on the right, as
well as AllSensors view, note to developers: contact email on your website is the default WordPress email and will not reach you. I don't know where to contact you for issues/comments. This app has the most features for free OBD II tools to try for free, so it's worth a try as there's no risk. It
is very strong, flexible/customizable andOn devices from different manufacturers. It works with the new VEEWEAK ODBCheck BLE+ (note the plus) reader I use with my Toyota Celica GTS. All sensors are displayed on one page. The user interface may be simple (no flashy colors or icons
or borders), but the program is solid and easy to use. You need to have a unit that connects to customization customizations that are not convenient but the customization level is great. This, I said, ended up paying the developer an in-app payment for the app's biggest option. I can see a
lot of thought and hard work being put into this app, but most importantly, I can see that it is constantly updated. This is very impressive and important to me. Keep up the good work! developer Stanislav Svistunov has shown that the app's privacy practices may include handling the data
described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track users across apps and websites owned by other companies: The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary depending on the
features and age you use. Learn more about our privacy policy policy for developer website apps.
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